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oku
storage box

Store it, stack it, sorted. The Oku Storage Box collection comes in a range of
compatible, stackable sizes, so you can tailor your own perfect storage solution.

MATERIAL

CODE

Oak Veneer

MIT0029BS (small)
MIT0029BM (medium)

COLOUR

MIT0029BL (large)

Natural Oak

DIMENSIONS
Packaged:

19x19x10.5cmh (small) | 19x37x19cmh (medium) | 37.5x37.5x19cmh (large)

Assembled:

18x18x9cmh (small)

| 18x36x18cmh (medium) | 36x36x18cmh (large)

WEIGHT
Packaged:

0.5kg (small) | 1.4kg (medium) | 2.1kg (large)

Assembled:

0.4kg (small) | 1.15kg (medium) | 1.9kg (large)
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ASSEMBLY REQUIRED
No

CARE INSTRUCTIONS
Wipe with damp cloth for cleaning. Do not use abrasive cleaning products or materials. Keep away from direct sunlight and sources of direct
heat as these can cause cracking or warping. Keep dry and avoid excessive exposure to humidity and moisture as this can also cause cracking
or warping. If using in a bathroom; ensure it is well ventilated. Avoid placing anything on the item that may damage the surface.

oku
storage lid/tray

Store it, stack it, sorted. The Oku Storage Box collection comes in a range of
compatible, stackable sizes, so you can tailor your own perfect storage solution.

MATERIAL

CODE

Oak Veneer

MIT0029LS (small)
MIT0029LM (medium)

COLOUR

MIT0029LL (large)

Natural Oak

DIMENSIONS
Packaged:

19x19x5cmh (small) | 19x37x5cmh (medium) | 37x37x5cmh (large)

Assembled:

18x18x4cmh (small) | 18x36x4cmh (medium) | 36x36x4cmh (large)

WEIGHT
Packaged:

0.4kg (small) | 0.6kg (medium) | 1.1kg (large)

Assembled:

0.3kg (small) | 0.5kg (medium) | 0.9kg (large)
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ASSEMBLY REQUIRED
Assembly not required

CARE INSTRUCTIONS
Regular Care: Protect from direct sunlight. Vacuum regularly using low suction. Rotate reversible cushions regularly. Please consult
the care label attached to your furniture for general cleaning information. Refer Care code #3 www.warwick.com.au

oku office
storage box

The Oku Office Box range in natural oak will help you get it together - if ‘it’ is your
bits, pieces, stationery and stuff. Designed to stack and sort, this useful, lightweight
modern storage solution will cleverly earn its place in your space.

MATERIAL

CODE

Oak Veneer

MIT0052S (small)
MIT0052XL (x-large)

COLOUR
Natural Oak

DIMENSIONS
Assembled:

12x12x4.2cmh (small)

| 24x36x8.2cmh (x-large)

WEIGHT
Assembled:

0.2kg (small)
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ASSEMBLY REQUIRED
Assembly not required

CARE INSTRUCTIONS
Wipe with damp cloth for cleaning. Do not use abrasive cleaning products or materials. Keep away from direct sunlight and sources of direct
heat as these can cause cracking or warping. Keep dry and avoid excessive exposure to humidity and moisture as this can also cause cracking
or warping. If using in a bathroom; ensure it is well ventilated. Avoid placing anything on the item that may damage the surface.

oku office
storage lid/tray

The Oku Office Box range in natural oak will help you get it together - if ‘it’ is your
bits, pieces, stationery and stuff. Designed to stack and sort, this useful, lightweight
modern storage solution will cleverly earn its place in your space.

MATERIAL

CODE

Oak Veneer

MIT0053S (small)
MIT0053M (medium)

COLOUR

MIT0053L (large)

Natural Oak

MIT0053XL (x-large)

DIMENSIONS
Assembled:

12x12x4.2cmh (small)

| 12x24x4.2cmh (medium) | 12x36x4.2cmh (large) | 24x36x4.2cmh (x-large)

WEIGHT
Assembled:

0.2kg (small) | 0.4kg (medium) | 0.5kg (large)
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ASSEMBLY
Assembly not required

CARE INSTRUCTIONS
Regular Care: Protect from direct sunlight. Vacuum regularly using low suction. Rotate reversible cushions regularly. Please consult
the care label attached to your furniture for general cleaning information. Refer Care code #3 www.warwick.com.au

